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Abstract: The microquasar SS 433 exhibits in Hα intermittent flares. A sequence of observations made
in 2004 showed flaring Doppler shifted to both the red and the blue simultaneously. The mean shifts
varied from day to day, following the orbital phase of the compact object. At the time, this behaviour
was interpreted as indicating an origin in the outer rim of the accretion disk. A new analysis of
these old data, presented in this paper, shows that the flares are not eclipsed by the Companion
that eclipses the photosphere surrounding the compact object. They are therefore not intermittent
sightings of an accretion disk. The alternative explanation is plasma expelled through the L2 point,
following the phase of the orbit as it invades the space beyond the system. That space has been
mapped with comparatively recent GRAVITY observations of a similar flare in Brγ, indeed revealing
a strong rotation component.

Keywords: X-rays: binaries: SS 433; stars: binaries: visual; galaxies: stellar content; techniques;
interferometric; GRAVITY

1. Introduction

The Galactic microquasar SS 433 is famous as an example of super-Eddington mass
transfer, but with most of the mass lost by the Companion ejected in the form of polar
winds. A small fraction takes the form of two jets with speeds of ~0.26 c. The optical
emission spectra show lines from the precessing jets and, in addition, so-called stationary
lines with speeds of a few hundred to a few thousand km s−1. When the system is quiet,
the dominant sources are the polar winds and a circumbinary disk. There are intermittent
periods of optical flaring, particularly prominent in Balmer Hα, when high speed wings
appear to both the red and the blue, with speeds exceeding ~500 km s−1. This paper is to
do with the origin of these flares, which must surely be related to the transfer of mass from
the donor star to the compact object in this binary system. General reviews are to be found
in [1,2]. All these details are of particular interest because SS 433 would be classified as
an Ultra-Luminous X-ray source were we looking down its throat [3], and the emission
spectra of those ULX with optical counterparts are very like those of SS 433 [4].

A sequence of spectra of SS 433, taken almost nightly in 2004, showed the onset of an
optical flare, with daily variations looking like Hα radiation from an edge-on disk, rotating
at speeds ~600 km s−1. (Other flare data in Hα, Hβ, and Brγ show the same pattern with
similar speeds; see Appendix A.) The radius of a corresponding accretion orbit would lie
deep within the photosphere surrounding the compact object. This new analysis of the
2004 sequence employs the continuum background, hitherto largely ignored, and reveals
no evidence of changes in the photosphere with the onset of flaring. It also shows that the
flare material is not eclipsed to any extent by the Companion and so cannot lie deep within
the photosphere, which is eclipsed.

The 2004 Hα flares cannot then originate in the accretion disk, yet their Doppler shifts
follow the orbital phase of the compact object; a pair of lines reddest when the compact
object is receding. The flare material must escape the system and yet remember the phase of
the compact object. The weakest region through which material can escape is the L2 point,
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and this point, lying on a straight line joining the centers of the compact object and the
Companion, rotates with the same angular velocity as the compact object. Thus, this new
analysis indicates a flare origin predominantly in episodic overflow from the Companion,
through the L2 point. The recent (2019) GRAVITY observations in Brγ [5] revealed material
far outside the system, with rotational speeds of up to or exceeding ~600 km s−1.

Among early observations of the microquasar SS 433 with the GRAVITY instrument,
which takes spectra in the near infrared as a function of angular position on the sky, is
an episode revealing Brγ rotational speeds of several hundred km s−1, more or less in
the plane of the orbit of the binary and at radii of several times the binary separation A,
Figure 3 of [5]. That figure suggests measured speeds of ~500 km s−1 at radii ~A and
~200 km s−1 at radii ~5 A. These are very rough figures; fits in [5] yield supposedly orbital
speeds of ~100 km s−1 at radii of ~10 A and ~1000 km s−1 at ~A. Both sets of numbers are
at least superficially consistent with a circumbinary disk, but the contained mass would
have to be ~400 M⊙ for a specific angular momentum of A×1000 km s−1.

However, the circumbinary disk of SS 433 orbits the system with a speed of ~240 km s−1

at a radius of <2 A [6] and is long lasting and very stable; the interior mass is ~40 M⊙ [6,7].
The masses of the compact object and its companion are, respectively, 15 and 21 M⊙, their
ratio q ~ 0.7 and A is 5.4×107 km. For these numbers, the specific angular momentum of
material in the circumbinary disk is . A× 400 km s−1, to be compared with that of the L2
point—448 A. (The latter number depends on the orbital velocity of the compact object,
taken here to be 176 ± 13 km s−1.)

The authors of [5] suggest that their observations are of super-Kepler material, either
ejection of the circumbinary ring or perhaps from eruptions in the core of the accreting
material. The high specific angular momentum presents a problem for core eruptions—it is
surely too small a moment arm. On the other hand, material leaking out of the Roche lobe
of the compact object through the L2 point would share its specific angular momentum—
448 A. Any additional gravitational torquing might increase this to ~500 A. It is therefore
natural to ask if the 2004 sequence of Hα flaring can cast further light on the origin, given
that an accretion disk is ruled out. This new analysis links optical flares in Hα with the
GRAVITY flaring and a common origin: expulsion through the L2 point, because the
rotational phase of the 2004 flares follow the orbital phase of the compact object.

Section 2.1 summarises the 2004 data on flares in Hα and their interpretation in terms
of glimpses of the accretion disk. Section 2.2 discusses the eclipse phenomena, using a
proxy for photometric data. Section 3 shows that the flares do not affect the photosphere
and that photospheric eclipses during flare episodes look just like those during quiescence.
Section 4 summarises the evidence against accretion disk flares, and Section 5 the evidence
for L2 excretion as an important source.

2. Optical Flares in Hα

Optical flares occur in SS 433 at irregular intervals and for irregular periods of time.
A characteristic feature is the appearance of spectral line splitting by ~±600 km s−1 (an
extreme example from 1980 data [8] reaches ~±1000 km s−1), which may last for a number
of days [9,10]; see also [11]. The sequence of observations made in 2004 [9,10] was inter-
preted as glimpses of the outer regions of the accretion disk [9]. This new analysis shows
that interpretation to be wrong. The flares must be attributed to bursts of a wind or mass
ejections of some kind, hopefully capable of accounting for the fast rotating and radially
distant sources in the GRAVITY Brγ observations [5].

Stimulated by the data of [5], I have re-examined the supposed accretion disk data,
primarily those of Hα in [9], looking for any indication so far not considered that might fix
for these data an origin either in an accretion disk or alternatively in ejected super-Kepler
material not bound within the system. Accreting material moving at & 700 km s−1 in
Kepler orbits would have to be within 0.1 A of the compact object; it emerges that the flare
material is not eclipsed and radiates outside of the system.
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2.1. Stationary Lines and a Summary of the Hα Data

The optical spectra of SS 433 contain emission lines radiated by the relativistic jets and
lines radiated from matter moving much more slowly within and close to the system: the
stationary lines. Some of these lines originate at the photosphere surrounding the compact
object. He II 4685 Å traces the orbital motion of the compact object through a component
that is eclipsed by the Companion; a pair of C II emission lines are likewise eclipsed [12].
The motion of these emission lines is phased correctly relative to eclipses. The vast majority
of emission lines are not eclipsed, being formed outside of the system in the circumbinary
disk or above and below the orbital plane in polar winds. Predominant are hydrogen
lines Hα and the He I lines at 6678, 7065 Å [13]; similar phenomena are encountered in
the infrared [11,14]. Lines radiated from the circumbinary disk move, if at all, only as a
result of the relative intensities of the red and blue shifted components oscillating. All these
features are clear when SS 433 is optically quiescent, but much less so during an optical
flare. The principal feature of an optical flare is the appearance of red and blue shifted
components (particularly studied in Hα) separated by Doppler speeds of between 1000
and 2000 km s−1.

The most systematically complete set of data is that displayed in [13], primarily in Hα

and He I emission lines, spectra taken most nights between Julian Day 2,453,000 + 245 and
+ 310. The stationary lines were quiescent between JD 2,453,000 + 245 and + 287; analysis
revealed the circumbinary disk and the polar winds from the environs of the compact
object are sufficient to account for the spectra. From +287 the flare commenced; the data
discussed in [9] and [10] are from the same set as those displayed in [13]. The stationary
lines became much broader; as the disk turned more edge on, absorption troughs occurred.
Over the period of observation the separation of the red and blue flare components in
Hα increased from ~1000 to ~1400 km s−1. These red and blue components (see Figure 1)
together traced out the motion of the compact object, with some precision over the first
orbital half period; Figure 2.

The relationship became less precise as time evolved but retained some memory; the
He I data are confounded by the moving jet lines during this latter period. The obvious
(and erroneous) interpretation was that these Hα flare components constitute glimpses of
the accretion disk of the compact object, appearing as a result of a burst of accretion or,
if accretion be continuous, of a parting of the clouds. The details are given in [9] and the
observations placed in a wider context in [10]. It is of course the way in which the widely
separated Hα components swing together, following or remembering the motion of the
compact object, that suggested an accretion disk rim orbiting at≈600 km s−1 as their origin.
After flareup, the compact object and its environs are eclipsed by the Companion on days
+294 and +307; on neither occasion are either of the extreme components of Hα eclipsed [9].
If these components originate from material in a Kepler orbit about the compact object, of
mass ~15 M⊙ [6,7], the radius of that orbit must be ~0.07 A. If receding and approaching
material at this radius and orbiting perpendicular to the jets are not eclipsed on day +307,
then the absence of these eclipses would imply that, if the flaring is the result of glimpses
of the rim of an accretion disk, then the radius of the companion is a < 0.25 A [9], provided
the orbit is adhering to the Goranskii ephemeris [15]; this is as far as eclipse data were
pursued in [9].
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are narrow (standard deviations of a few Å only), Fig.1.In the
period before the optical outburst the broad line was identified
with the wind from the accretion disk and the lines which ap-
pear as the inner pair in the later period as coming from the cir-
cumbinary disk (Bowler, Blundell & Schmidtobreick 2008). The
results of my fitting show that the blue line from the circumbi-
nary disk (approximately 6562 Å ) can be traced as far as JD
+291 but is reddened or indeed completely absorbed thereafter.
The red circumbinary line is more robust and survives through-
out the sequence, albeit with some reddening from time to time.
This paper is concerned with the outer pair, which are clearly
associated with the accretion disk because their source orbits the
system with the compact object at a speed of approximately 175
km s−1 and period of approximately 13 days.

In Fig. 1 I show three examples of digitised spectra and the
curves I fitted to them. The lowest panel is for JD +291, just
after the compact object is receding at maximum speed. The
circumbinary lines are clear, as is the red feature which com-
plements the extreme blue. These extreme lines are probably
present on JD +287 but become striking only on JD +288. The
middle panel is for JD +294, when the compact object is eclipsed
by the companion. In the upper panel, half a period later than the
lowest, deviation blue has moved about 8 Å to approximately its
bluest value, a shift corresponding to a change of speed of ap-
proximately 350 km s−1. This is just as would be expected for
the blue side of an accretion disk.

3. The accretion disk of SS433 unveiled
Identification of the accretion disk of SS 433 depends heavily
on the complete set of data from JD +288.5 to + 310.5, almost
two orbital periods. These data are displayed in different ways in
Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig.2 the recessional velocities of the extreme
red and blue features are plotted as a function of time in a format
similar to that of Fig.1 of Blundell, Bowler & Schmidtobreick
(2008). Time increases upwards but is given in units of the or-
bital period, orbital phase 0 taken as eclipse of the compact ob-
ject and its disk by the companion on JD + 281.

The blue feature is at its most red at JD +289.5, close to or-
bital phase 0.75, and has reached its extreme blue about seven
days later. The difference in recession speeds of the blue source
is about 350 km s−1. The most plausible explanation is that the
source of this feature is orbiting the centre of mass of the bi-
nary system with the compact object. The fairly well defined
feature in the red exhibits a similar pattern of deviation toward
the blue and after orbital phase 1.56 ( JD +301.5) both features
are returning toward the red. The two lines, swinging together
in phase, are separated by over 1000 km s−1 and this is exactly
the pattern to be expected from an accretion region orbiting the
compact object at over 500 km s−1 edge on. During the period
after JD +287 the jets were close to the plane of the sky, making
an angle to the line of sight of 80◦ initially, 85◦on day 294 and
closer to 90◦ for the remainder of the observations; see Blundell,
Bowler & Schmidtobreick (2007). If the Hα emitting region of
the accretion disk is perpendicular to the jet axis, then it is al-
most edge on during these observations and the Doppler speeds
of the disk material tangential to the line of sight are modulated
by the orbital velocity of the compact object about the binary
centre of mass. Further, it is clear that the two extreme features
are drawing further apart with time, implying that the material in
the disk is speeding up. (The increase in projected speed is not
likely to be due to the tisk tilting; it is almost edge on during
this period and the increase would require a tilt of 44◦.)
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Fig. 1. Three examples from the digitised sequence of Hα spectra. The
top panel is for JD+297.5, orbital phase 0.225, when the compact object
is approaching. The middle panel is for JD +294.5, orbital phase 0.029 -
an eclipse day. The bottom panel is for JD +291.5, orbital phase 0.796,
when the compact object is receding. The fitted curves yielded for the
wavelengths of the extreme blue component 6545.6, 6550.7 and 6553.4
Å respectively. The extreme red feature which complements the blue
is clear on JD +291 and becomes harder to track as it disappears into
central region. On JD +291 the lines from the circumbinary disk are
clear; absorption confounds the blue side at least as time progresses.

For an ideal disk with material in a circular orbit about the
compact object and no additional source, the mean recessional
speed of the red and blue components would trace a sinusoidal
pattern following the orbit of the compact object about the bi-
nary centre of mass. The rotational speed of the material about
the compact object would be given by half the difference of the
recessional speeds. The latter is plotted in the upper part of Fig.3
and the former in the lower part; it is clear that the disk material
is speeding up from about 500 km s−1 to over 700 km s−1 during
almost two orbital periods.

Figs. 2 and 3 also reveal that the simple picture of an ideal
disk is unlikely to be wholly adequate. After orbital phase 1.25
(JD + 297) the blue line attributed to the edge of the disk does
not return toward the red along a sinusoidal curve in Fig.2 but
rather hangs in the blue for several days before snapping back
rather abruptly. A similar pattern is observed for the red line after
phase 1.75. These systematic departures from the most elemen-
tary model are readily explained if some radiation comes from a
gas stream infalling to the rim of the accretion disk.

Figure 1. Three spectra of Hα taken from [9], after the onset of flaring. The lowest panel is for day + 291,
the middle for + 294 and the uppermost + 297. Each is decomposed into five gaussian components, with
intensities normalised to the continuum, see Figure 3. The two outermost are flare, the broad central
component wind and the remaining pair originate in the circumbinary disk. Day + 294 was an eclipse
day; both the blue and the red flares are substantial, having roughly twice the normalised intensity.
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Fig. 2. The radial velocities of the extreme red and blue components of
Hα. Although the data are barely adequate for the purpose, they show
an oscillation of amplitude consistent with 175 km s−1, period 13 days,
and a slowly increasing separation of the two components. The orbital
phase is given in units of the period, with phase 1 corresponding to JD
+294. The superimposed curves are for the simple model described in
the text.

The curves superimposed on the data in Figs. 2 and 3 are
for a simple model of a rotating disk which slowly speeds up,
augmented by radiation from infalling gas travelling faster than
the rim of the disk prior to joining it. The model is explained
more quantitatively below, but it is clear that it provides a good
explanation of the observations presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The
data are somewhat erratic - this may not be surprising in such a
violent environment - but the addition of an infalling stream ac-
counts for the systematic deviations of the data from the simplest
model, thereby adding verisimilitude to what otherwise might be
held to be a bald and unconvincing narrative. Thus these data es-
tablish that the high speed components of the stationary Hα lines
which appear after JD +287.5 are contributed by a ring, or tight
spiral, within the accretion disk of SS 433. It is however not dif-
ficult to believe that the orbital motion of the binary might not
be apparent in a substantially shorter sequence of observations,
such as those in a recent study of the Brackett γ line (Perez M &
Blundell 2009).

Figs. 2 and 3 show that the blue component is bluest just be-
fore a phase of 1.5 (rather than at 1.25) and similarly that red
is reddest just before an orbital phase of 2. These are configu-
rations where infalling gas on an orbit close to parabolic could
present considerable depth along the line of sight and would be
moving in the same sense as and faster than the orbiting material
it is destined to join. I have modelled the effect of Hα radiation
from such a stream in Eqs.(1, 2) below. In the model the rota-
tional speed of the disk rim V varies linearly from 510 km s−1 at
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Fig. 3. The upper part of the figure shows half the difference between
the recessional velocities of the red and blue components. This is ap-
proximately the rotational velocity of the accretion disk; that part domi-
nating Hα emission is increasing slowly over 20 days. The lower part of
the figure shows the mean recessional velocity; approximately the ve-
locity of the compact object about which the accretion disk is orbiting.
The oscillation is approximately sinusoidal with a period of 13 days
but the extremes are delayed a little beyond phase 0.25 (compact object
approaching) and 0.75 (compact object receding). The superimposed
curves are from the simple model discussed in the text.

orbital phase 0.5 to 770 km s−1 by JD +310; the orbital speed of
the compact object about the centre of mass of the binary vO is
taken as 175 km s−1 and an infalling stream has speed V + vS in
the frame of the compact object. The perceived speeds of the red
and blue components are then given by

vR = +V − vO sin φ + S RvS cosφ (1)

vB = −V − vO sin φ + S BvS cosφ (2)

The switch function S R is +1 if cos φ > 0 and zero otherwise;
S B is +1 if cos φ < 0 and zero otherwise. Thus for φ close to zero,
when the companion eclipses the disk, the perceived velocity of
the red source is V + vS and of the blue rim - V . Half a period
later the gas stream is approaching and the perceived velocity of
the red rim is + V and of the blue source -V - vS .

The dependence of the perceived speed of the gas stream on
cosφ and the switching functions is merely a simple representa-
tion of the physical argument; the extremes are reached close to
the times of eclipses and the effects vanish at elongations. The
curves which are compared with the data in Figs. 2 and 3 were
calculated from Eqs. (1, 2) with vS set equal to 170 km s−1 after
orbital phase 0.75. A systemic red shift of 70 km s−1 was added,
taken from the apparent systemic red shift of the circumbinary
disk (Blundell, Bowler & Schmidtobreick 2008).

The projected orbital speed of the disk material is about 500
km s−1 when it is first revealed and slowly increases to 700 km
s−1 over almost two orbits. The widths of the accretion disk lines
increase from standard deviation ∼ 3 Å to 6 Å over the same pe-
riod. Around JD +287 either obscuring clouds were blown away
or material was added to the outer edge of the accretion disk - or
both; the increasing speed and width of the Hα emission suggest
a picture of matter added at the rim spiraling deeper and faster
into the interior. The disk was revealed in Hα in violent times;
this paper is not concerned with the flaring phenomenon except
insofar as it affects understanding of the disk, but it is probably

Figure 2. The Doppler shifts of the blue and the red flare components as orbital phase advances
(from [9]). This pattern reveals a distinct memory of orbital phase. The superimposed curves assume
a source in an accretion disk; the memory could also be caused by L2 expulsion of plasma (see text).

2.2. Eclipses and Proxy Photometry

The radius of the Roche lobe of the donor is ~0.4 A, and it is expected that the donor
will fill or over fill this lobe, with stable transfer of material. It was therefore surprising
to find in [9], a value of a < 0.25 A. In order to search for further evidence for or against
an accretion disk origin, it is relevant to search the data of [13] for indications of how
well the system followed the Goranskii ephemeris and how readily eclipses of these Hα

components could be avoided if the Companion does in fact fill its Roche lobe.
In the first instance, I concentrated on the absence of any eclipses of the red and blue

flare components. The data of [13] cover eclipses of the compact object at approximately,
days + 254, 268 and 281 before the flare and then days + 294 and 307, well after the onset
of the flaring activity. The orbital phases (according to the Goranskii ephemeris) of the
spectra closest to eclipse are, respectively, 0.97, 0.04, 0.035, 0.03 and 0.02.

The eclipse timetable is based on photometry, and it is well known that in the V band
the eclipse lasts over 2 days and at minimum the partially eclipsed signal has dropped by a
factor of about 2. This suggests that the photosphere surrounding the compact object, not
completely eclipsed, must have a similar radius to that of the (eclipsing) Companion and
that these radii are ~A/2 rather than A/4. It is therefore of some significance to check on
the extent to which the system deviates from the Goranskii ephemeris. The data of [13] are
not photometric, but neither are they devoid of relevant information; there exists a proxy
for photometry, in the following sense. The line spectra in [13] have been normalised to
the local continuum (see Figure 3) and so any line that is relatively stable and not eclipsed
doubles in (normalised) height as the compact object passes through eclipse. Up to day
+281, most spectral lines are formed in jets, the circumbinary disk or the winds above the
accretion disk and show no sign of the disturbances accompanying the later flaring. Thus
the normalised line intensities in jets and in stationary Hα and He I emission more or less
double in height over a period of a couple of days—this is visible in Figure 2 of [13]—and
this happens in the right place for the first three eclipses. Thereafter, flaring makes the
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jet intensities and flaring stationary lines less reliable for this technique, although the
effect is certainly present, even in the red and blue flare components, (see Figures 1 and 4).
The most reliable signal after day + 281 is in fact to be found in O I 8446 Å, a line that
is strong and split and shows no traces of flaring effects, being formed primarily in the
circumbinary disk.
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single period of photospheric obscuration is centred on day +302. 
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Figure 4. Evidence against flares revealing a source within the photospheric radius. The lowest panel
shows the ratio of continuum at 6500 Å to 8000 Å. ×. There is no significant change after flaring
commences at +287. The middle panel shows the ratio of O I 8446 Å to the local continuum, ∗. This
ratio roughly doubles during every eclipse and is certainly not narrower after flaring is initiated;
the photosphere is not blown away. The uppermost panel, left, shows the ratio of He I 6678 Å to local
continuum, +. This checks the eclipses against O I, until He I becomes unreliable. On the right of the
uppermost panel is the ratio of the red flare component to background continuum, �. It doubles when
the photosphere is eclipsed (days +294,307), a direct demonstration that the flare is not eclipsed. A
single period of photospheric obscuration is centred on day +302.

The O I 8446 Å spectra from the data set of [13] have not been published; a single
example is shown in Figure 2 of [16] (for day + 274). I gave some discussion of these spectra
(and their very different characteristics from those of O I 7772 Å) in [17]. I find that the data
(Figure 4, middle panel) are adequate to conclude that the system eclipses were following
the Goranskii ephemeris to within ~0.03 orbital periods, 0.4 days.
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The question then arising is how easily the supposed accretion disk lines could evade
eclipse if the radius of the companion is in fact a more plausible 0.4–0.5 A. A simple
extension of the argument used in Section 4 of [9] shows that if the radius of the companion
were ~0.4 A, then (pointlike) red and blue extremes would be simultaneously visible if
the observations on +294 and +307 differed from the Goranskii ephemeris by ~0.03 orbital
periods; if the radius were as great as 0.5 A by ~0.05. However, a postulated thin disk
abutting the photosphere is more plausible and much more constrained by eclipse data.
When the photosphere is represented as a disk on the sky of radius ~0.1 A, because of
the orbital tilt, it would not be eclipsed at all if a/A . 0.1; the perceived separation at
conjunction is ~0.2 A. For a/A'0.3, the interval between first and last contact in the eclipse
would be 1.5 days and full eclipse reached. For an eclipse that only obscured half of
the photospheric disk, a/A ' 0.2, the interval between first and last contact would be a
single day.

Both before and after the onset of the flare eclipses last roughly the same length of
time, and that time is over 2 days; see Figure 4. It is also the case that the spectral shape of
the continuum exhibits no change during and after the onset of the flare (Figure 4). I regard
these pieces of evidence as the strongest against my naïve interpretation of the data in [9].
The lack of eclipses of the extreme features and the duration of eclipses of the photosphere
show that the Hα flares do not originate in Keplerian orbits about the compact object. These
aspects are discussed in more detail below.

3. The Photosphere of the Accretion Region

It was suggested in [9] that the appearance and disappearance of optical flaring might
be associated with episodes of overflow from the Roche lobe of the Companion feeding the
accretion disk via the L1 point, or perhaps with some unspecified clouds breaking to reveal
it. Such phenomena would be expected to affect the photosphere of the accretion region
surrounding the compact object. The photosphere has a radius of very roughly 0.5 A and
is responsible for the continuum underlying the line spectra; if the line elements flaring
in the visible and infrared are generated in a typical accretion disk they would have to
be formed deep within the photosphere surrounding the accreting region. As more data
have accumulated over the years, this has seemed increasingly unlikely. In the light of the
results of [5], I have examined such data in [13] as exist on the state of the photosphere,
both before and after the flaring outburst commencing at approximately day +287. In the
absence of photometric data (other than the proxy employed in this paper), all that can be
said about the eclipse episodes is that both before and after the outburst those data are
consistent with eclipses lasting the same length of time (over 2 days between first and last
contact) and cutting out about half of the continuum radiation from the photosphere (see
Figure 4). The eclipses last far too long for a photosphere of radius a/A≈ 0.1. The spectral
shape of the continuum (an example is to be found in Figure 3, taken from [18]) also does
not change with the onset of flaring.

The continuum intensity rises rather linearly with wavelength, such that the intensity
at 6500 Å divided by the intensity at 8000 Å is 0.47. Similar data for other days have not
been published, but I have access to them. Every day between +245 and +321 for which
there are data shows a shape consistent with that same index, Figure 4.

4. Evidence against Emission Line Spectra from Accretion Disk Orbits

Material orbiting the compact object at ~700 km s−1 would have to be at a radius less
than ~0.1 A, much less than the rough estimate for the photospheric radius of ~0.5 A. In
the absence of breaches in the photosphere, it hardly seems possible that Hα line spectra
are formed or could survive passage through an intact photosphere; a thin accretion disk
radiating in Hα would have to be feeding into the photosphere.

There being no signs of disturbance or obscuration of the photosphere during flaring
in the line spectra, the implication is that the flare spectra are formed in a chromosphere
external to the photosphere—a low density shell or a component of wind perhaps. The
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rotating and expanding shell proposed by GRAVITY [5] might be an example, in which
case the chromosphere is external to the system.

Whatever the true nature of the source may be, there seems to be strong evidence the
line spectra are not formed deep within the photosphere, despite the pair of components to
the red and blue tracking the phase of the compact object, just as radiation from a classic
accretion disk would, if not immersed in a photosphere. Radiation from an equatorial wind,
launched at ~1000 km s−1 more or less in the plane of the orbit, could potentially match the
spectral observations, but would not provide the apparent rotation elements of GRAVITY,
where red and blue flare elements are on opposite sides of the system. The problem
remains: how could the material observed by GRAVITY pick up angular momentum about
the binary system if it is as much as ~1000 A km2 s−1?

Curiously, there does seem to be a single episode of photospheric obscuration. This is
of significance for two reasons. First, this obscuration does not affect the extreme red and
blue flare components—further evidence that they do not originate deep within the radius
of the photosphere. Over the few days +300 to +304, inclusive, the normalised intensities in
both Hα and O I 8446 Å vary in a way very similar to eclipse by the Companion, but these
days are between two successive eclipses. The observed photospheric intensity appears to
have dropped and recovered over this short period. This might be due to clouds drifting
across the line of sight from the photosphere. Secondly, the jets vanished on day +302 and
did not reappear until day +306 [10,18]. The possibility of a link between a rare cloud and
switching off the jets is of interest.

5. The Source of the Flares

Attributing the flare red and blue components of the Hα and Brγ to a source local to
the compact object suffers the objection that it would seem not to be able to account for
fast rotating material far out from the system, observed with GRAVITY, but the strong
arguments related to the photosphere are valid, even without GRAVITY. The strongest
argument in favour is that the Hα lines remember the orbital phase of the compact object
quite well.

There is a potential explanation that can reconcile these conflicting elements and
certain other issues. If the Companion fills or overfills its Roche lobe, material will spill
out through the L2 point, such a localised source sharing the orbital phase of the compact
object at an initial radius from the centre of mass of SS 433 of 1.22 A. The speed of the
L2 point is 368, possibly as high as 400 kms−1, and the specific angular momentum is
448×A, possibly as high as 487×A km s−1. It seems safe to conclude that the asymptotic
specific angular momentum of material leaving the L2 point could be as much as A ×
500 km s−1. (For comparison, the specific angular momentum of the compact object is
A×101 km s−1.) In the data analysed in [9], the early stages of flaring are characterised
by flare speeds ~±500 km s−1 and orbital motion very close to that of the compact object,
reasonably accounted for by material spilling through L2. As time goes on, the flare speeds
increase and the phase drifts. These data never reach speeds of ~1000 km s−1 but such
extremes do exist, for example, [8], and are unlikely to be produced by spilling out through
L2. Equatorial winds from the neighbourhood of the compact object could account for
the speeds; it is not clear how high specific angular momentum might be achieved. It
may be relevant that after JD +291 the speed of the wind assigned to the disk doubles—to
~1200 km s−1 [10]. The data in [9] suggest that high speed wind components might blend
with L2 spillage as time goes on.

6. Discussion

Most of the material accreted to the compact object is expelled from the system in
the high speed polar winds [1]. There is direct evidence [7] that, at most, only a small
fraction leaves through L2, feeding the flares and replenishing (but not disturbing [17]) the
circumbinary disk. Ejection of this small fraction promises to explain both the GRAVITY
results [5], on one hand, and the way the flare lines follow the motion of the compact
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object [9] on the other. Material leaving the L2 point tangentially at speeds greater than the
local escape velocity will look like a spiral in a snapshot taken normal to the orbital plane.
This pattern rotates with time; in any one observation, material viewed approaching (blue)
is thus compared with material receding (red) at different speed and on the opposite side
of the system; the pattern cycles from orbit to orbit as the spiral rotates. This scenario was
originally discussed in considerable detail in [19] and Fabrika’s prescient paper dealing
specifically with SS 433 [20]. A more recent paper is [21]. Further, the features of several
other data sets fit well into this picture (see Appendix A), and the intermittent flaring might
be a consequence of mass ejections from the Companion flooding the outer Roche lobe.
The precise variation of the mean velocity of course depends on details. (An example is
discussed in [22].)

There are half a dozen examples of ULX that have optical counterparts, mostly within
the Local Group. They have optical spectra very like SS 433 [4] but they are far away, and
the prospect of getting anywhere near the kind of data needed to pin down the origin
of the flares in SS 433 is remote. It is not even safe to suppose L2 overflow as the usual
case. A system of much greater mass would have a classic accretion disk and would not be
super-accreting—the accretor would be an intermediate mass black hole.

Two important problems remain. First, it is not clear to me whether the GRAVITY
observations as reported in [5] could be consistent with the specific angular momentum
~A×500 km s−1, rather than as suggested by the fits made in [5], ~A×1000 km s−1. If not,
the second problem arises: how does this material, possibly originating in an equatorial
wind from the compact object, acquire such excessively high angular momentum about the
binary system of SS 433?

It is worth noting that the high specific angular momentum of the L2 point indicates a
high value for the mass ratio, q, and the masses, as derived in [6,7].

7. Conclusions

Despite flaring outbursts retaining memories of the motion of the compact object, they
do not correspond to glimpses of the rim of a classic accretion disk. The flaring material is
ejected from the system and is probably dominated by plasma expelled through L2. This is
unlikely to be a great surprise to anyone, but it has not been demonstrated in any earlier
work and is relevant to [7] (because the value of q there extracted depends on the mass loss
through L2). The intermitent nature of these outbursts even suggests the Companion is
prone to mass ejections.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interests.

Appendix A

Here I discuss briefly three other data sets that are relevant. The first consists of a
number of spectra taken in the infrared during a single orbit [11], and shows features very
similar to the latter period in [13], as analysed in [23]. The Brγ line is complex; analysed
as a superposition of Gaussian profiles it reveals high speed wind and two pairs of much
narrower components. One corresponds to the circumbinary disk with an orbital speed
of ~250 km s−1, the pair of more extreme components are offset by ~±600 km s−1. This
pair was interpreted in [11] as from the accretion disk of the compact object and it was
suggested that perhaps it was visible in the infrared but only intermittently in the red.
However, the ten or so spectra spread over a complete orbit show no memory whatsoever
of the motion of the compact object. On the other hand, the extreme blue component is
absent in the single spectrum taken marginally before eclipse.

The second set of spectra relevant to these notes consists of five taken in the H and K
bands, intermittently in 2014 and 2015. The relevant material is displayed in Figures 1 and 7
of [14], profiles of emission lines in the Brackett sequence. They are mentioned here because
these lines are much narrower than the Brγ sequence in [11]. The latter required fast
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components; the Br sequence in [14] do not contain them [23] but are readily explained
by lines from a wind and lines from the circumbinary disk, just like the Hα lines in the
first part of the sequence in [13], see also [23]. Even in the far infrared the hydrogen flare
emission lines appear only intermittently.

Finally, a sequence of parasitic observations covering the Balmer Hα and Hβ emission
lines covered a large part of a precession period intermittently. No more than a few spectra
were taken during any single orbit. Throughout this sequence both Hα and Hβ displayed
high speed components to both the red and the blue. The displacements varied from
~500 km s−1 to ~1000 km s−1, Figure 3 of [24]. There is little prospect of being able to detect
any systematic variation with the orbital phase, nor indeed with precessional phase. For
present purposes, the significance of these observations is that the displacements to red
and to blue can be far from symmetric and can vary substantially from one spectrum to the
next, over periods of a few days. Whatever the source may be, it does not have the stability
one would look for were it to be a Kepler accretion disk, unless clouds came and went.
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